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08:00 – Registration starts and morning networking 

09:00 – Campaign Asia-Pacific’s opening remarks 

Welcome to Asia’s Top 1000 Brands; the most definitive guide to brand perception across 13 different markets in Asia, in 

partnership with Nielsen. This breakfast briefing will take a look at what it takes to build a powerful brand that resonates 

across the diverse cultural landscape that is South East Asia which results in consumer loyalty.   

Faaez Samadi, Marketing Editor, Campaign Asia-Pacific 

09:05 – The Nielsen Report 

What are some of the key factors of change marketers should consider moving forward? How do brands evolve with the 

changing consumer, social and retail environments to build consumer loyalty in the future?  

Regan Leggett, Executive Director, Thought Leadership and Foresight, Nielsen 

 

09:15 – AMP Awards Welcome 

Richard Bleasdale, Managing Partner, Asia Pacific, The Observatory International 

09:20 – A holistic approach to building a brand consumers trust 
Having learned valuable lessons from 2016, Samsung managed to stay on top as the number one brand in Asia. 
Complementing the company’s relentless focus on research and innovation is a holistic approach to communicating with 
consumers and public stakeholders. Hear from Samsung how it manages its interactions effectively with consumers, so 
as to build a brand that is truly trusted.  
Irene Ng, Vice President, Corporate Marketing, Samsung Electronics Southeast Asia and Oceania  
 

09:40 – Safety first in brand building 

The first step of brand building online is delivering a viewable impression to a human and not a bot and within a safe 

environment that will enhance the product and service being advertised. IAS Media Quality report shines a light onto 

Brand Safety, Viewablity and Fraud globally and within SEA. 

Niall Hogan, Managing Director, South East Asia, Integral Ad Science 

10:10 –Building brands: Do agency partnerships matter? 

In this extremely challenging marketing environment, does it make sense for marketers to stay loyal to their agencies? 

Or do they need fresh and different thinking in order to re-connect with today’s consumers? Using the insights and 

findings from 4 years of the Agency|Marketer Partnership Awards, we will look at what leading Asia Pacific brands are 

doing and what are the learnings for all marketers in how to use their agency partnerships to build stronger brands. 

Richard Bleasdale, Managing Partner, Asia Pacific, The Observatory International,  

10:30 – Coffee and networking refreshments 

10:55 – Building authentic brands  

Brand’s today are filling the void left by politicians and the media by using their influence to create a better world. 

However, as evidenced by recent controversies, good intentions can go awry and in advocacy, brands open themselves 

up to scrutiny and even, ridicule. What do brands need to do to remain authentic in the eyes of the consumer?  How can 

we make the consumer care about our brands and product?  



 
 

 

Moderator: 

Babar Khan Javed, South East Asia Editor, Campaign Asia-Pacific 

Speakers: 

Deborah Goldingham, Head of Marketing S.E. Asia, MasterCard 

Scott McBride, Chief Digital Officer, IPG Media Brands 

Vivek Pareek, Global Brand Manager, Shell Helix and Shell Advance Brands 

 

11:30 – Agency | Marketer Partnership Awards presentation 

The Agency | Marketer Partnership Award in conjunction with The Observatory recognises the most effective client-

agency relationships in Asia Pacific. 

Richard Bleasdale, Managing Partner, Asia Pacific, The Observatory International  

12:00 – Campaign Asia Pacific’s closing remarks 


